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Section Paragraph Line 
No. 
Delete Add/amend 
1 Abstract   Some words and sentences have been deleted. The new 
abstract become: 
CV Citra Dragon is one of Small and Medium Industries producing 
equipment and agricultural machinery (also known as Alsintan) in 
West Sumatra, Indonesia. The company needs to implement a 
quality management system (QMS) to win the competition as a 
result of globalization. QMS applied in that company is still limited 
to a single product that is rice thresher machine (thresher). 
Therefore, the scope of the QMS in the company needs to be 
extended to other products that are hydro tiller which is one of the 
two main products produced by it. The existence of a well-
documented quality system is important for a company in 
implementing QMS. Therefore, it is necessary to design a quality 
system documents on the company related to hydro tiller 
production process. It is based on the ISO 9001: 2008. Quality 
systems documents are required and made in the study include 
three levels of documentation, the procedures, work instruction, 
and form. 
 
2 N.T. Putri Page 1    Yes. She is the corresponding author 
3 Biographical 
notes 
Page 2   Frastia Retha earned her Bachelor of 
Engineering Degree (B. Eng) from the 
Department of Industrial Engineering, 
Faculty of Engineering, Andalas University, 
Padang, Indonesia in 2014. Her email 
address is rewarau@gmail.com 
Dr Sha’ri Mohd Yusof is a Professor at the 
Department of Manufacturing and Industrial 
Engineering, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.  
He earned his PhD from the University of 
Birmingham, UK, in 2000.  He has 
published numerous papers in the areas of 
Quality Engineering, Quality Management, 
Robust Quality Engineering and Lean 
Manufacturing.  He currently supervises 
fifteen doctoral candidates in these research 
areas. 
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5 Figure 3 Page 6   Figure 3 convert to EPS file. It send in 
different file attached in email. 
 
